T.a&A «(«0 < n if 0 < u < 1/2. (3) EceA *(«) < M 4-1 if 1/2 < M < +co.
Introduction.
Let / be a transcendental meromorphic function on the complex plane C and let aj (j = 1,2,..., q) be distinct meromorphic functions on C satisfying T(r,a3) = o(T(r,f)), r -oo.
Then the deficiency of aj with respect to / is defined by tti n 1 IiV(r, 0,/-Qj) 6 (aj, f) = 1 -hmsupr->oo -i (', / j and a¿ is called a deficient function of / when 6(aj,f) > 0. In 1929 Nevanlinna [10] proved that the defect relation (1.1) ¿¿(a"/)<2 3=1 is valid for q = 3 and asked if (1.1) is true for all positive integers q. In 1939 Dufresnoy [4] showed that JZ?=15(Pj,/) < 2 + ci for distinct polynomials pj of degree < d. In 1964 Chuang [3] proved (1.1) when 6(oo,f) = 1. Recently, Yang [17] gave the following:
THEOREM A. Let p be the lower order of f.
(1) If p, = 0, / has at most one deficient function (cf. Mori [8, Theorem 1] ).
(2) If fj, > 0 then < 1 (0 < n < 1/2, 9 = 1), < 1 -cos rrp (0 < p < 1/2, q > 2), <2-sin7rp (l/2<p<l), I < min{[2p] + 1, (y/2/2)TTfi} (p > 1).
mappings of C" into PmC Further, under some conditions, Shiffman [12] , Mori [9] , and Stoll [13] obtained general defect relations for moving divisors with respect to meromorphic functions on Cn, holomorphic mappings of C" into PmC, and holomorphic mappings of M into PmC, respectively, where M is a parabolic complex manifold. The purpose of this paper is to extend Theorem A to the case of holomorphic curves. We assume the reader is familiar with Nevanlinna theory of meromorphic functions and holomorphic curves (cf. [10, 15, 16] ).
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Notations
and main results. We denote complex projective ri-space by P"C and dual complex projective n-space by (PnC)*.
Let x: C -» P"C be a holomorphic curve and x -(xq,x\,. .. ,xn): C -► C™+1 -{0} its reduced representation. We define the characteristic (order) function T(r, x) of x by
Jo where |i(2)| = (E;=ol^WI2)1/2-Let a: C -► (PnC)* be a holomorphic curve and à = (qo, c*i,..., an) : C -» (Cn+1)* -{0} its reduced representation.
We denote by N(r,a) = N(r,a;x) the counting function of zeros of the entire function n F(z) = (x(z),ä(z)) = '£/aj(z)xj(z).!£0,
3=0
that is, N(r,a) = N(r,0,F).
We define the deficiency 6(a) = 6(a,x) of a with respect to x by (2.2) 6(a) = 1-lim sup ^, ^ "I-r. Since \F(z)\ < \ä\ \x\, (2.1) and Jensen's formula imply 0 < 6(a) < 1. If 6(a) > 0 then we say that a is a deficient curve. We remark that if a satisfies
Now let a'fc' : C -► (P"C)* (k = 1,2,... ,q; q > n + 1) be holomorphic curves and à(fc) = (aQk), a[k),..., ank)) : C -> (Cn+1 )* -{0} their reduced representation. If det{(ct('c,)(z))i<î<n+i, o<i<n} ^ 0 for any {ki,k2,... ,kn+1} C {1, 2,... ,<?}, then we say that {a'fc'}£=1 is in general position. A curve x: C -> PnC is called nondegenerate with respect to {q^'} if n Fk(z) = J2 af\z)xÂz) ï ° for a11 k-3=0 Using Yang's idea [17] , we prove the following defect relations:
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use THEOREM 1. Let x: C -► P"C be a holomorphic curve of lower order p and A = {a} an arbitrary finite family of holomorphic curves a: C -> (PnC)* satisfying As an immediate consequence of (I) and (II) we have Corollary. 7/0 < p < 1/2, then T,aeAè(a) ^ n-3. Spread relation. Let x: C -> PnC be a holomorphic curve of lower order p (0 < p < +oo) and x = (xq,X\,. .. ,xn): C -* Cn+1 -{0} its reduced representation.
Suppose that a holomorphic curve a: C -> (PnC)* and its reduced representation à: C -► (Cn+1)* -{0} satisfy A positive, increasing, unbounded sequence {rm} is called a sequence of Pólya peaks of order p of T(r, x) if it is possible to find positive sequences {r'm}, {r'm}, and {em} such that, as m -> oo, then r'm -+ oo, rm/r'm -* oo, r'^/rm -y oo, em -» 0, and
We now define the spread <j(q) = a(a, x) of a with respect to x. Let {rm} be a sequence of Pólya peaks of order p of T(r, x) and A(r) a positive function satisfying Theorem 2 (Spread Relation). Letx: C -» PnC be a holomorphic curve of lower order p (0 < p < +00). Then
for every holomorphic curve a: C -> (P"C)* satisfying (3.1) and ||x(z),a(z)|| ^ 0.
PROOF. We may assume that the reduced representations x and à of x and a, respectively, satisfy (3.4) |x ( Then we deduce that
and
We next write T(r) = T(r, x) + T(r, q). Then it follows from (3.1) that License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Therefore, in order to prove Theorem 2, from (3.8)-(3.11) it is sufficient to prove that (3.12) lim inf meas EAl (rm,G) > mini 2tt, -sin-1 (-yM (■ Following Baernstein [1] we now define T*(z) = sup -!-[ Gire™) du + N(r, 0, h) (z = rei$, 0 < r < +oo, 0 < 9 < n),
where the supremum is taken over all measurable sets E C (-ir,ir] whose measure equals 29. Further, we define (3.13) r*(o)=o.
Then since log|x(z)| +log|a(z)| and log|/i(z)| are subharmonic, from (3.4), (3.5), (3.7), (3.13), and Theorem A' in Baernstein [2] , it follows that T*(z) is subharmonic in {z; Imz > 0} and continuous on {z; Imz > 0}. By definition of T*(z), (3.14) T*(rein)=T*(-r)=T(r), T*(r) = N(r,0,h) = N(r).
Since \h(z)\ < |c| |z|~fc|ó(z)| |x(z)|, then G(z)+log|c|-fclog|z| > 0 for all z. Hence, we deduce that T*(ree) < T*(ren + ((tt -9)/ir){\og \c\ -klogr} (3.15) <T
where K is a positive constant such that log+ |c| < K. Now we can apply the arguments of Baernstein [1, pp. 430-433 ] and the author [11, pp. 364-365]. For the sake of clarification we sketch them here.
If 6(a) = 0 there is nothing to prove, so we may assume 6(a) > 0. Put
Then (3.16) 0 < -7 < 1, 0 < -7P < 1/2 and 1 -6(a) < cos7r-yp.
Define v(z) = T*(z~<) (z = re10, 0 < r < oo, 0<9<tt).
Then v(z) is subharmonic in {z; Imz > 0} and continuous in {z; Imz > 0}. Hence, when reie gDr = {z = reie; 0 < r < R, 0 < 9 < tt}, It follows from (3.14) and (3.15) that
We deduce that r sin 9 (3.19) 0 < A(t,r,9,R)<-------2 = P(t,r,n-9)
7T t¿ -2trcos9 + r¿ (0 < r < R, 0 < 9 < n) (3.20) 0 < B(ip, r, 9, R) < 32r/irR (0 < 9 < n, 0<-ip<n, 0<r< R/2), and (3. Using this in (3.25), comparing with (3.23), and remembering (3.16), we deduce that linim^oo, m€M "'m/2'7 = i", which shows that (3.24) holds in this case also.
Thus the proof of Theorem 2 is complete.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Toda [14] , and Mori [8] (cf. Yang [17] ). THEOREM 3. Let x: C -> PnC be a holomorphic curve of lower order p and aW . q __> (pnC)* (fc = 1,... ,n + 1) holomorphic curves satisfying T(r,a^) = o(T(r,x)) (r -> 00). Assume that x is nondegenerate with respect to {oi^}k=i, {a^}fc=i iS z'n general position, and a^ (fc = 1,... ,n + 1) are deficient curves with respect to x. If~j = maxi<fc<"+i{l -6(a(k^)}, then and aSk\ respectively. Then we can choose a nonzero complex number ß such that a reduced representation of a constant curve a^"+2' : C -> (PnC)* is &(n+2) -(l,ß,ß2,...,ßn), {a^/JJÍj is in general position, and x is nondegenerate with respect to {a^}^2.
We now consider the holomorphic curve y : C -> PnC which Mori [9] constructed from x and {aW}?!2. We put 6. Proof of Theorem 1(11). We may assume that 6(a^) > 1 -cos7rp, fc = l,2,...,n. Then We next assume that 6(a(k^) > 1 -cos7rp (fc = l,...,p; 0 < p < n) and ¿(a(fc)) < 1 -cos7rp (fc = p+ 1,... ,g). Then it follows from Lemma 5 that ¿^ -sin I ---I <2(n-p)7T.
fc=p+l ^ v /
Hence, from the reasoning of §3 of Edrei [5] we can deduce that (6.1) £ 6(a{k)) < (n-p)(l-cos7T/i). fc=p+i It follows from Lemma 1 of Edrei [5] that equality in (6.1) is possible if and only if exactly n -p of {6(a(-k^)}qk=p+1 are equal to 1 -cos7rp and all other ¿(a'fc') are equal to zero.
Thus the proof of Theorem 1(11) is complete.
Proof of Theorem l(III).
Our assumption p > 1/2 implies (4/p)sin-1(¿(a(fc))/2)1/2<27r, so it follows from Lemma 5 that > -s m M v n ' < 2nn.
Hence, from the reasoning of §2 of Edrei [5] we can deduce that <? £¿(a(fc)) < [2np] + 1 -cos(2np -[2np])(7r/2), fc=i which proves Theorem l(III).
